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Zhang Bin, a poet, whose literary name is Xiang Wen, is one of a group of 
impoverished poets without political background during the late Tang Dynasty and 
one of the four talented poets of Jiuhua. There have been a host of articles 
commenting on him and his poems in all ages, for example, during the book named 
Biographies of the Gifted Scholars in the Tang Dynasty, the writer spoke highly of his 
poems with different poetic images and styles, as well as his talents far exceeding 
others at that time. 
This thesis studies on this poet, which is classified into three chapters: 
The first one illustrates Zhang Bin’s life, his acquaintances and the status quo of his 
existed poems. As only a few historical records can be found, this paper, based on 
previous researches, takes his works as evidences to integrate his life. Also, Zhang 
Bin had a wide acquaintance during his life, therefore I would learn about it mainly 
from his poems. Besides, this chapter has a research on the status quo of his exited 
poems in detail.  
The second chapter is about category of his poems on the basis of themes. They can 
be divided into: poems for recommendation to be an office, poems for frontier、poems 
for thanks and farewell、poems chanting things、poems chanting ancient times, 
drift-themed poems etc. Recommendation oneself poems are humble. Poems for 
frontier expose nature of the war,express the dislike of the war;or express the 
frustrated;the frontier scenery is cold and desolate.Poems for thanks and farewell 
contains presenting poems and the farewell poems. Presenting poems divided into 
presenting poems and echo poems; The farewell poems divided into farewell poems 
and the poems people write for themselves leaving.  
The third centers on the artistic features of his poems. As a poet of the late Tang 
Dynasty who was cautious about words and sentences in his poems like Jia Dao, 
















on the tiny and deserted imagery. When it comes to the performance, Zhang Bin was 
good at metaphorical and symbolic usage. On the aspect of style, his poems were 
remarkable for chilly and tranquil imagery and occasionally he wrote vigorous poems. 
His quatrains with seven characters were distinctly indirect, which tended to express 
his feelings. 
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